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 A: Facebook changed the format of their API, from version 3 to version 2 in January 2019. It's been a long time since it's been
supported but their is still hope. There are still older examples of how to do it, but I would suggest using the new fb-sdk. This

invention relates to an image recording apparatus comprising an image forming device such as a laser printer or copying
machine and a sorter to which the images on recording paper are sequentially outputted by the image forming device and the

recording paper having the images are stably delivered to the sorter, and a recording paper stacking device to which the
recording paper having images formed thereon by the image forming device are inputted and delivered. The image recording

apparatus, such as a laser printer or copying machine, has hitherto outputted images on recording paper by a feeder device, such
as a paper feed cassette or paper feed roll, and fed the paper on the paper feed path. The paper delivered on the paper feed path
from the image recording apparatus is further supplied to a paper discharge section by the operator who takes out the paper, or
the paper is fed by the paper discharge device. Thus, when the paper is discharged, it is required to wait for the completion of

the paper discharge operation, resulting in the waste of time, and there is a possibility that the paper is discharged before the end
of the recording paper. In view of the above, there has been proposed a sorter for feeding the images of the paper on the paper
feed path to the paper discharge section, discharging the paper after the recording paper has been conveyed to the sorter, and

storing the paper delivered by the sorter in a paper stacking device. The image recording apparatus comprises an image forming
device, such as a laser printer or copying machine, having an image forming unit for forming images on the recording paper,
and a paper discharge section for delivering the recording paper having the images formed thereon to the sorter. When the

image recording apparatus is set in the paper discharge mode, the images of the recording paper are printed on an intermediate
tray, and then the images on the intermediate tray are transferred to the paper discharge section by a paper conveyer. The paper
stacked on the paper stacking device is fed to the image forming device by a paper conveyer. However, the paper conveyer is
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